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For Immediate Release

Wu & Associates Receives Diversity Excellence
Award From Associated Builders and
Contractors
Mt Laurel, NJ, March 7– Wu & Associates of Mt Laurel, NJ, announced today that it has been awarded a National
Diversity Excellence Award from Associated Builders and Contractors (ABC). Dominick Mondi, President of ABC NJ
accepted the award on March 1 at ABC’s 27th annual Excellence in Construction® Awards during the association’s
Workforce Week ‘17 in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
“Associated Builders and Contractors is pleased to honor Wu & Associates for their commitment to processes
that embrace diversity and inclusiveness in all aspects of their business,” said 2017 ABC National Chair Chuck
Goodrich, president of Gaylor Electric Inc., Indianapolis. “Wu & Associates has created a competitive advantage
by creating a framework that attracts and retains top talent from a wide variety of backgrounds into the
construction industry. ABC looks forward to working with this year’s National Diversity Excellence Awards winners
and its Diversity Resource Groups to continue to lead the industry forward in unlocking the full potential of every
individual who chooses a career in construction.”
The ABC National Diversity Excellence Awards recognizes members that display exemplary diversity leadership in
their workforce, supply chain and community with best-in-class recruitment policies, retention practices, and
training and mentoring programs. Wu & Associates won in the Diversity category.
When asked about diversity, Wu & Associates responds with a strong statement that states, “Diversity is a key
component of our success, and an inherent element of our staffing and supply chain. By capturing diversity in
knowledge, education, and culture, we gain perspective to inform our continuous growth. Diversity brings
innovation, and challenges complacency. It sharpens our competitive edge as a leader in our industry. “
To learn more about ABC’s diversity programs visit abc.org/diversity.
###
WU & Associates is a general construction firm based in Mount Laurel, New Jersey. Over the past 27 years, they
have worked in 13 states between Maine and Texas providing design build and general contracting services. Their
mission is to improve the built environment through excellence in sustainability, safety, and customer satisfaction,
with a cultural emphasis on diversity and knowledge. To learn about Wu & Associates, please visit
http://wuassociates.com/
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